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Wild Demons: Darkness Rises

The 100 Best Film Noirs of All Time
Scarecrow may be just a guy wearing a sack over his head, but don't pretend seeing him down a dark alley wouldn't freak you out. Throw in the fact that he uses a fear gas that will make all of ... 20 Scary Comic Book Characters Guaranteed To Give You Nightmares This Halloween

The 100 Best Film Noirs of All Time

Hulu is bringing back two of its best series in November, along with a slate of holiday movies. The “anti-historical” satire “The Great” (Nov. 19) returns for its second season, with Gillian Anderson ...

Here's what's new to Hulu in November 2021 -- and what's leaving
Amnesia: Rebirth – be afraid of the dark (pic: Frictional Games ... games and urges developers to embrace the darkness... and the limits of fear. The hour is late. You are the last to turn ...

Horror video games should stop pulling their punches and get really scary -- Reader’s Feature
In Alan Wake, darkness is your most ... The world of Alan Wake is one of fear and tension--a place where it's perfectly acceptable to be afraid of the dark, because if you're not, you'll be ...

Alan Wake Remastered Review
Characters are frozen in place with fear ... you explore the darkness as Tasi, a French explorer lost in the desert. Familiar mechanics like failing sanity, eroded by the dark or looking at ...

Best horror games to play right now
At their most obvious, vampires are about darkness, both theirs and our own. They are creatures of the night (most of the time), and so embody everything the nighttime brings: uncertainty ...

Vampires on screen: why are we so obsessed with bloodsucking characters?
What’s the weirdest fear you have? Want to bet it’s weirder ... and there are few lights on my street, so I peered into darkness. Once my eyes adjusted, I realized I had an audience.

The fear of deer: A journey through my phobia of what lives in your backyard
"Maybe the hunting made you a bit restless." Akira's voice called out as the Devilman look at his buddy. "Maybe a lack of sleep and stress from killing Gram had made me see things." Malus then reach ...

Rosario + Devilman One shot- Return of Dark Lord
Go to Unsound, in a city where history crumbles with the plaster from the buildings, where the mist from the Vistula floats through the dark streets with you as ... With the rise of UKIP caused by ...

Three Songs No Flash
" Police brutality, gun violence, nationalism, colonialism, capitalism—all of it comes down to this thing—this suppression of fear and shame that forms this dark ball in the core of us ...
Daily Discovery: TRISHES About Faces on ‘The Id’
But environmental advocates say the long-term impact on sensitive wetland areas and marine life is unknown and shop owners in surf-friendly Huntington Beach fear concern about oil will keep...

Coast Guard had earlier notice about California oil spill

Hulu November 2021: Everything new coming this month
Into Darkness” (Nov. 15), “The Boss Baby 2: Family Business” (Nov. 15), and Paul Thomas Anderson's "The Master" (Nov. 16), among many others. Nov. 1 The Informant: Fear and Faith in the Heartland...
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